HEAVY MONITOR POLEMOUNT

SKU # 772552

Description

As monitor technology advances, the NEW AFC Industries Heavy Monitor Pole Mount has been developed to insure the safe mounting and display of these new advanced screens. Built to Accommodate the Barco Coronis Uniti monitors, these steel mounts can be clamped or screwed into the desktop to provide a stable support for this exciting new monitor.

Features

- The ARC Monitor Mounts come equipped with a 200 x 100mm VESA compliant mounting plate. The Monitor Pole is 14 inches tall and has two, rear mounted, locking knobs that allows the mount to slide up and down into the proper viewing levels.
- Included height stopper clamps can be easily adjusted to “hold and secure” the monitor’s position on the pole.
- The mount itself gives you 20° of tilt for comfortable focal length settings.

Specification

- Overall sizes: 8.5”W x 8.5”D x 16.5”H

About AFC Industries, Inc.

AFC Industries is a leading designer and manufacturer of a complete line of high-quality medical and radiology reading room furniture, built to enhance performance, comfort and productivity. Our advanced design, quality workmanship, and excellent customer service, set the pace for the industry.

At AFC Industries, we believe that when you work comfortably, you work more efficiently — this philosophy drives the way we design all our workstations, LCD monitor arms, wall mounts, and ergonomic accessories.